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Over the past few years much experimental /1/ and theoretir"'tl /2/ •..rork has been 

done on the role that 0( 0{
5 

2 ) corrections play in the description of e + e- anni

hilation into hadrons. Next-to-leading order calculations exist for the total 

cross section /3/, the thrust and Sterman-Weinberg three-jet distributions /4/, 

shape parameter distributions /5/ and the energy-energy correlation function /6/. 

0( t:i 
5

2 ) terms contribute to four pa.rton final states from tree diagrams, to three 

parton final states through one loop, and to two parton final states through two 

loops . 

The contribution of higher order terms to two parton final states to the annihi

lation cross section is infrared and collinear divergent. These virtuRl infrared 

and collinear divergencies are cancelled by divergencies that arise from soft nnd 

collinear partons in contributions from three and four particles in the final 

state . Such contributions are obtained by integrating the three and four parton 

terms over small phase space regions which include the infrared singularities. 

For defining this region one needs parameters to describe the boundary of the 

region inside which two partons are considered to be irresolvable, i.e. being 

one ~et. T~erefore any higher order cross section for the production of a fixed 

number of jets depends on these boundary parameters in ·a characteristic manner 

which refJ .-.cts the underlying dynamics, i.e. QCD, 

In the case of two jets these are the only variables on which the cross section 

depends. Ho"" this comes about was first demonstrated by Sterman and Weinberg /7/ 
""ho calculated the two-jet cross section in order 0( with ( €., G)-cuts. With 

' their ~ethod two partons were considered irresolvable if either parton has energy 

less than £. J/fJ./z or the angle between the two partons is less than C . The second 

method for defining irresolvable partons is based on an invariant mass constraint. 

The two partons i and j are said to be irresolvable if their invariant mass 

squared (p.+p.) 2 is less than yq 2 • So far the two-jet cross section has been 
' J 

calculated only up to 0( 0( s), either with the Sterman-Weinberg cuts ( t. , f) /7 I 

or with the invariant mass cut y /2/. Knowledge of the two-jet cross section up 

to 0( d. 8 
2

) is useful for several reasons. First it can be used to determine the 

coupling constant Ci s or the scale parameter A by comparing the cut dependence 

""ith experimental two-jet cross sections obtained from a cluster analysis /8/ 

of e+e- annihilation data. Second it can be used to check the integrated three-jet 

and four-jet cross sections in order to see whether they sum up with the two-jet 

cross section to the '...rell-known 0( tX s 2 ) correction of ~ot /3/. Thi:rd it might 

help to resolve som_e problems encountered in the energy-energy correlation function 

in the nearly back-to-back limit /9/. 



J::n this 

0"'. 
2-Jet 

we will 
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letter ,.,.e report the C( 8 
2 correction to the two-jet cross section 

(y) for the invariant mass constraint yq 2 • Due to the limited space 

r.ot present any details of the calculation which will be given in a 

~o~g write-up /10/. 

J'fle corresponding 2-, 3- and 4-parton diagrams are shown in fig. 1 a, b ,c. Ir,di v idually, 

the loop-corrected t·..ro-parton and three-parton diagrams are infrared and collinear 

singular. These singularities are supposed to cancel if the 3-parton and 4-parton 

contributions are integrated over the two-jet region with one or two of the 

emitted gluons (or quarks) being soft and/or collinear. 

The caclulation of 0:
2 

. t (y) proceeds as follows. All the diagrams are calculated 
-Je 

inn dimensions. The infrared and ultraviolet singularities then appear as poles 

in G = (4-n)/2. We do the renormalization in the MG scheme, All calculations are 

performe~ in the Feynman gauge of mnssles QCD and in the one-photon approximation. 

Also all correlations with the incoming beam have been inte~rated out. 

In intermediate stages of the calculation tfle expressions are quite lengthy. The 

final result, however, has a rather compact form. In particular the sum of the 

two-parton diagrams with two lOops {fig. 1a) has the following form: 

crt~J { 
~-J~~{'ff)=1-e 1-e. + CF ~("ITt<:':.\8 A 

,1-r.;' '1" j 1 

+ CF (~r;;·;tt;snzeA} I 1 I 

,,;1ere 

~= 
T'(1-re) T''-{4-e.) (-.!:.. _ 
T'{>~-zs> ez-

1 

e. 
+ Cs;_- 5' + 33;e -8e\ 

) {2} 
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A = 7.-

r 1(4- s) P{4+zc> 

P(1- 3e) (cF[ :~ +..± e• 
+ :!_ (2'1 1. ,... ) e"' ;., - .z ~.._ 

+ :!_ (1.31 _ Z1T + 0: >-) + 11f13 
& 8 .)_,_ "'3 "" 

_ 4>1 !>. +h~ +61~} z, ;z, 

+N[-.!!_ 
c -tz<-3 

_ _!_ ( m _ s.._) _ 1_ 1 01 33 _ ¥?. _ j}_t:.) 
6"- 3~ ;z_ e. \ 24~ 3 .. ~ 3 

4ozo- + '1.1 S': 2? ~ 41 ~] - +33-71" g1 "fg '-

+-! [ 1 -11 1 (U'i 4o ) 54Z3 
R 3ea + '3e." + £. :Jit - 3:;-z + 3Vr 

Ho~ + ~rJ} 
fj ""' 3 V_j I 3 I 

In eq. (3) we have written the contributions of the three 

separate:i.y, where CF = 4/3, Ne 3 and TR = Nfj2 . J 21 is 

for e + e-~ qq in n dimensions: 

SU(3) colour factors 

the Born cross section 

CJ'lL) -

00 

(-4rrr') e r(z-e.) 
'f" T'{z-.u) 

4rrcx' u 2 !:l 3-
-;;-:-x;- IYC T ...........,. 

o; 
I 4 I 

The q:mrks hs.ve charge Qf and. are massless. ~ makes the quark-gluon coupling 

dimensionless. We notice in eq. (3) that the ~nfrared divergencies produce poles 

in & up to£, -
4 • The CF-term is more singular than the N - and the TR-term. The ,.. ,- ~~-.. 

;, are the normal values of the zeta function, .>,. =. L ....::4 . During completing 
n ~. Jt.:::.J 

the calculations that gave us the results in eq. (3) we received the work of 

Gonsalves /11/ who also calculated the two-loop diagrams. Unfortunately we do not 

agree with his final result, only the ~R-term agrees. We notice that the most 

singular terms which are in the CF-term can be sununed into an exponential form. 

This has been shown recently up to O(lXs 3 ) also in ref. 12. The next-to-leading 

terms proportional to ( ~1 Ne- ~TR) can b,e absorbed into 0( s. 
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In the expression ( 1) the quark-gluon couplinG must be renormalized. This amounts to 

replacing 0( 5 (~ 2 ) in (1) by the renormalized coupling in the ME-scheme, i.e. 

Dis(fl"l ~ ots(f"'l ( 1 + {:1 11c - ; 7;.){- f +r-t.-~rrr) 1!f'5 J 

This is equivalent to adding the following counter term to (1): 

oT: -) ryl•J (D(s(f-'-J\~(_4n.2..1U.(1-f z ) 
o;__J.._-t ( 11 = + 1-e. c,. .z~ il T"'-J l fit- 3 -r; 

(- ~ -r y) A1 
(6) 

The one-loop contributions toe+ e --+ qqg have been calculated by several groups 

/4, 5/ in connection with the 0(0(
5

2 ) corrections to differential three-jet cross 

sections. For this case the loop integrals were needed only up to constant terms 

whereas for our purpose we need to know them including terms proportional to € 

and £, 2 • The exact basic loop integrals without £ expansion have been given in 

our earlier work /13/, so that only the trace calculations had to be repeated. The 

integration over the infrared/collinear singular regions y 13 ~ y and y23 ~ y, 

where y .. = 2p.p-/q 2 and p 1, p2 and p] denote q, q and g momentum respectively, 
lJ 1 J 

are done as in lowest order /2/. The final result is: 

o;.,.iet- ( <ifg) = '/ cr:) { cr rXs(j<:"-) (.lfTr)At)lJ 131 
- • _z.,.- 1N 

where 

'B=-1 

-t- C (o<s trJ \ 2.:(-J!:!:':.).ze J3 J 
'F .zw J 1 ~ :z 

T'z(-t-e) T'(-1+€.) 

T'(1-U) {: .. + .:L + 4- "rS. c. ;{.. 

'3 L.-.. d - 2 4-'-d } 

(7) 

(8) 
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:Bz = 
rr1-el T'(1+e) {c [- 4._ _ 11

3 
_ " ... (21...- -<+5...) 

T'(4-ZE) 1= 6 c c 2.. 

-; ( ~t - 3o ~ - 3?,'5
3

) +f._ L 4 + ; { zz- 1~ 5~)-1...-;J 

+ ~ ,t.._'-d - ; L-'-;; - : L J - 5
; 8 + 1Z8:>;_- 3S5'~

+ (~>-ZO?;z. -5(,~3)k(J -1 Lj - L~ +: _t..;*d 7 
1 1 

+I~ [- .Ze" - E3 ~( S- :>.) - .:!.. (' -Sf;+ I?<;;) 
c; .t 2. c; "' 3 

+ -;; .. t..d + : 4~ 

_ 5;- + to~ + 11 ~ 
1t, 

+ _& L\ 
G:"- (/ 

-{kj -;~j 

.us; + (1~-1.z.s ... +-tc~)-t..'d 

- ( .n.~ts .. JL~ + ~ ~] . + ;"" 4 j J} (9) 

In (9) there is no contribution proportional to TR, 

the qqg counterterm which is 

Such a term appears through 

cr.:'::&t (<ff'J) = O'a.) (<Xs(/"•l'/44"'.>-)Z:.._/.11/V.. _ 2. 7:) 
2. 'J"' -t-e. .zw / \- 2- j '+l' c 3 7? 

( 
4 

1 { .z. _, 2 I 10) 

-& +r) T'{/f-e) £2. + e- + 4 -4~- 3-t....(J -ZL;; 

-;- c; ( 7- F''Ss 1- !>;_ +(45_.-4),/..d +: 4";/ +"-~};~ 
The formulas (8), (9) and ( 10) are only approximate in the sense that we neglected 

terms O(y). For B1 and ( 10) it is rather simple to evaluate them exactly, but for 

B2 it would amount to additional effort which is left for later work. As long as y 

is not too large the terms O(y) in the second order term B
2 

should not matter, We 

have calculated all non-leading O(y) terms for B
1

• But they are not given here, 
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':'he integration of the four-parton contribution e + e-~ q(igg and e + e -----:>- q(iqQ over 

the two-jet region is rather involved. We have two kinerr.atic configurations de

pending on '<fhether two partor.s are collinear with respect to the ~'"0 other partons, 

for exar:·Ip:i.e the region y 
13 

~ y ancl. y 24 ~ y or whether two partons are collinear 

with one parton as y 134 ~ y for instance (the momenta of the final state are 

q(p
1

) + q{p
2

) + g(p
3

) + g(p4) and analogous for the qqqq final state). It is 

also essen::.ial ~o take tl.e exact boundaries due to the ::"aur-parton kinematics 

into account and to evaluate additional contributions which gave non-leading O{y) 

terr..s i_n the 3-jet calculation /4/. The ci.etails will be presented in our :;_ane;er 

~arer /10/. The resu::.t for the real con~ributions to Cl? . is: ,_-.:;ct 

'- \ze 4 - - ""{~) (-'*'{IV-! \ I ""r 
02-ja- ( 'l<f;tg + <f1<J1) = 1 _e_ .<'It"' I\ "!" )C;r'r"-<..) 

) C~ ...!::__+-r [ 'f 

L • e" c 3 + 6"'- ('t~-1Z>z) +; {~l- .9~ -3o-s3 ) 

+ ~- <?.t"s. - 7~ -105. 
-'/'il "t :t. 3 " 

+- (-~ - ; { 22-1(,5;.) 

1.>1 + 1'7 s: + ir'f)..) k"t + (-- .!L + _i_ + 10- .: s:. )L..\ 
4 T .<, 3 (/ E'- C "- C 

+ (i + 7) £.,_ 3J - + t.~ J ] + !1£ [ z:" 23 
+ ne 3 

-r--!-t.(Z;3 _ _1_~)+..:!(1to33 _ 1o:S:. 
c; 36 _z. -'-' c .Z/6 :t. 

-r:!.!;)\ + 43 4o-:1 
;. 3 n--rt 

-z?-:;:: - tzs r 
.. /2. ;)3 

+ 717- ~ + (-..1.. _ Z/ 
1(, "' <.... ;.e. 

+ ~38 ~ - 1o ~ - !!21) J.._<J 
-,_ 3 12 a 

+{-f._ + 3~ + ~~1 +~~)Lj +(: + t)L':J- ~" L ";:; l 111) 

+ T,. [-..i. _ -11 _ :!..(233 _ _z~ j' _ f'!o"f.z +.:!£:;-, +.fi.:;, 
R 3<-.._ ;}e._ £ 51t :z. ·12.16 3 ~ 3 3 

+ ( ; 3 - ~ ~ + :) £J + Gt - -1;) !.v'j - : L}d J} 

~ 'r' -

'.:'[;e : ::::c.ical 2- jet cross section is the sum of the contributions ( 1), ( 6), ( 7), 

( ll!) an..i ( ·1), ::::n tr,is sc;.m all £,poles canc-"'1 and the limi~ C.~ 0 can be 

~a~er.. ~his produces our final result: 

OZ-J~t {"q) ~ <Yo [ 1 + o{~~·) CF (- 24'-J- 3-t..if +25,_ -1) 

+(':z~'>t'cF [ c" Zc + }{ ZN + ~ ZT Jj 
·~·!-.ere 

zc 2 -t .. }d 3 
+C,L..if+ ( _!]_ - ( ~) h '--;; 

\ ~ 

+ e _ H~. - 12.~) ,e.,_4 -r-J--- n+ 11 s:; + 4>,. 

ZN 

ZT 

- -11 ,t:..3_., 
- 3 (/ + (zs;_- ~:1 )kj +(t>3 -if-)~J 

+ '31 
':1 

32 '>+-<:>..._ 
3 

- '13 ~ +- 4~ ~ 
3 1_, " 

- _j__ 1'-v.? d 
3 

+ ;1 4';; + Skd -1- 1'J 
~ 

- ;8 ~ 

I 12) 

I 13) 

(111) 

I 1 5 l 

' ·::--.e :;:~o:cr:-."Jla ( 12) is correct only up to terms O(y). 'l'erms proportional to lnq /u 2 

i;:..vc: bee:-~ a~sorC-eC. into tC,e rur.ning coupling constant o( 
5 

( q 2 ) , The leading term 

in t:1e 0( of. s 2 ) correction is in ZC and is proportional to ln 
4
y. 7he y-dependence 

of 0'"', . _.. (y) is plotted in fig. 2 foro(. = 0.12 and Nf = 5, together with the 
.::-,;ev S 

io•.rest orG.er formu::.a (0( o<.s;~ which includes all O(y) terms. For y = 0,05 the 

t;,·o-,jet rate CT
2 

. t/0:0 is 0.77 with 0( o( 2 ) terms included and 0.61 in O(ol. ). 
-.:;e s s 

':';-;is is a red.uction of ; %compared to the Q{o( 
5

) result. Of course, for smaller 

boundary values the reduction is increased. 
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constant so 

the leading terms in ZN 

that O(s(q2) -?D(s(yqz). 
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and ZT can also be absorbed into the coupling 

The first two leading terms in ZC are such 

that they are obtained by exponentiating the first two terms of ti1e 0( o( 
5

) result. 

This is in agreement with earlier leading-logarithm calculations for the off-shell 

quark form factor /14/ and the two-jet cross section for massless /15/ and massive 

quarks /16/, The exponentiated formula should be applicable for much smaller cut 

values down to yZ 0.01. The exponentiated form is plotted in rig, 2. For y ~ 0,02 

the exponentiated form and the original formula ( 12) differ only very little, One 

should notice, however, that the c.urves in fig. 2 show o-;-~et(y)/o-0 • It must be 

divided by O"'t.ot/ <r; if one wants to compare to experimental two-jcL multiplicity 

data. 

The two-jet cross section (12) or its exponentiated form present a novel possibility 

to test the structure of higher order QCD matrix elements. This cross section is 

a complicated superposition of two-loop, one-loop and real contributions to two, 

three and four parton final states. After having done a cluster rtnalysis of the 

hadronic final states it should be possible to obtain two-jet multiplicities in 

a range of cuts between y: 0.01 andy= 0.1. This way, besides testing the general 

structure of ( 12) (or its exponentiated form) one can obtain «'s(Q 2 ) in a range of 

Q2 between, say 20 GeV 2 and 200 GeV 2 (if data at thehichestFETHA enerr;ies nre used) 

similar to the range of space-like Q2 tested in deep inelastic lepton-nucleon 

scattering. Th:s is complementary to the 0(
5

(Q 2 ) deduced from 3-jet differential 

distributions, where the effective Q2 could be somewhat larger. 

Unfortunately, so far, a thorougl1 cluster analysis of high energy e+r,- annihilation 

da~.a does not exist, The only data available is the two-jet rate at an av-cr:tr.:e Cl-l 

e"!"lerc:r of 3h GeV reported by the JADE Collaboration /17/, In their analysis the 

two-jet rate is 0.10 (no error given) for y: 0.04. Our formula ( 12) yields 

~-; tl (j" : 0.69 for lX ((34) 2 ) : 0,12 wherens the exponentiated form\lla yi.dds _ "e , ~ t s 
0.66 for o<.;fl3l1) 2

): 0,1:"' nnd 0(0(
5

) yicl.d.s 0.73. 'I'hese numb,~rs for O(s: 0,1.1 ci.ve 

also an indication what effect the exponentiation and the change of scale in 

0( s as compared to eq. ( 12) has. The 0( s values obtained this way are somewhat 
+ -smaller the.n other values obtained from e e data, But we have to keep in mind 

that the JADE two-jet multiplicity has not been corrected for leakage effects 

caused by fragmentation. 
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Actually t!-,e b1o- jet 

cA. (or/\~). 'I'his 

rate as a function of y is rati1er sensitively dependent on 

s "'"' 
is shown in fig. 3, where we have plotted cr;_: tier' "' 

"e tot 
a function of y using the exponentiated for~ for various coupling constants 

c<s = 0.12, 0.11,, 0.16, 0.18 at q;>=31t GcV '"hich corresponds to/\::JS: 86,215,420, 

710 ;.~eV. ';,'e see that a measurement of the 

determine A 0 quite accura.tE·-"y, At this 
.. o 

t•,;o-jet rate with an error less than 10% would 

pain'" we must remember ti1at our formula 

( 12) is accurate only up to terms of order y. The calculation of the neglected 

terr.-,s is under way. At the moment we only know the correction for the TR term in 

eq. ( ·, 2), ?or example, for y : 0, 05 the T R-term is increased by 1 O% if non-leading 

terms are included. We expect similar changes for the CF and the NC-term. Since 

t:-,e o·: 0( s 2
) correction is only 5% in total for y = 0, 05 the 0( y) terms should 

have only a very ~mall effect, We repeat that these O(y) terms were fully taken 

in:.o account in the 0( tlt 
5

) contribution for the curves in fig, 3. Needless to say 

that our formula can also be applied directly to Z ""7two jets and to the 0{ 0( 
2

) 

corrections for Z -?e + e- by replacing CF : 1, NC = O, TR = Nf and O(s ~ 0(.. 
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Figure Captions: 

Fig. 1 a): Diagra~s with qq in the final state to order O(s2 interfering 

with lowest order diagram. 

Fig. 2: 

Fig. 3: 

b): Diagrams witi; qqg in the final state interferine; with lowest 

order diagram for qqg, 

c): Diagra:ns with four partons (qqgg and qqqq) in the final state. 

Two-jet cross section o-
2
_jet(y) as a function of y in units of 

o;, for O{s = 0.12. o(O(s) is exact lo'llest order result includinG 

all non-leading terms in y. O(O(s 2 ) is according to eq, (12) and 

"exponentiated" is the curve as described in the text. 

o-2 
. (y)/o-:.t t for various couplings <X = 0,12, 0.111, 0.16 and 

-Jet o s 
0. H\ in the exponentiated form as a function of y. 
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Fig. 1a 
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